
Lesson 4
Watch Mr Leckie from the 9:22 minute marker to the end
Follow along with attached worksheets- then do page 3

http://www,chaoticgolf.com/tutorials calc ch5.htmlesson 4

The limit notation we used last is the form we will use to develop Integral notation. As the number of rectangles
goes to infinity, the width of each rectangle, A.x , goes to zero. As we did in the section on differentials, we are

going to use the notation dx to represent this infinitely tiny distance.

The summation notation of sigma is going to be replaced with an Integral Sign,.f , which looks somewhat like a

giant "S" for sum.

The f (co) which represented a different function value for each interval is going to be replaced with/(.x) since the

x - values are going to be soooooooo close together ifs almost as if we are evaluating the function at EVERY.x -
value in the interval [a, D]. Combining all of this we have the following notation:
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Important Je (Actually it's a Theorem): IF the function is continuous ; THEN the Definite Integral will exist.
However, the converse, while true some of the time is NOT ALWAYS true.

Using Definite Integrals as Area

Wecandefinetheareaunderthecurvey--/(x)from atobasatintegralfromatob ...
... AS LONG AS THE CURVE IS NONNEGATIVE AND INTEGRABLE on the closed intervalfa, bl.

Drawing a picture and using geometry is still a valid method of finding areas in this class!

Example .1: For each of the following examples, sketch a graph of the function, shade the area you are trying to
find, then use geometric formulas to evaluate each integral.
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$.2 Oefinite Integrals Calculus

So ... what happens ifthe "area" is below thex-axis ... as I mentioned before, "area" is inherently positive, but a

Riemann sum . . . and therefore an Integral can have negative values if the curve lies below the ;-axis.
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\
,ite Integrals Calculus \

Lat happens if the "area" is below the x-axis . . . as I mentioned before, "area" is inherently positive, but a \
sum . . . and therefore an Integral can have negative values if the curve lies below the -x-axis. 
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the function t @;.3 -i Sketch a graph of this tunction.
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2. Given the graph of -f (x) below, answer the following questions:

b

a1 rc f f (.r)dx positive, negative, or zero? Why?
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3" Use your knowledge of the graph of I: x3, your understanding of atea, and the fact that

following: (Draw a sketch for each one!)
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8. Express the desired quantity as a definite integral and then evaluate using geometry.

a) Find the distance traveled by a train moving at 87 mph from 8:00 AM to t l:00 AM
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b) Find the output {rom a pump produ cng25 gallons p.r@G}u.irs tf64o}},f its operation.
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c) Find the calories burned by a walker burning 300 calories per hour between 6:00 PM and 7:30 PI\4-
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a) Set up a definite integral to find the area of the region.
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b) Use your calculator to evaluate the integral expression you set up in part a.
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d) Find the amount of water lost from a bucket leaking 0.4 liters per hour between 8:30 AM and 11:00.AM.
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